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We use SOLIDEWORKS 3D CAD software to design of mechanical hardware and Mach3 software to drive CNCs. CNCs which 
we use for mechanical hardware are HAKU 2030 and KitMill RD300. Then, we use Eagle PCB (Printed Circuit Board) CAD 
software to design PCB. CNC which we use for PCB is LPKF S62. 3D printer is used for some complex shape of the parts at 
first. Additionally, hand operating devices of a lathe, a milling cutter and a drilling machine is used for production of metal parts.

3D printer

Da Vinch 1.0 Pro

CNC
HAKU 2030 LPKF S62

CNC for PCBKitMill RD300

Method / Production / Data / Results / Discussion
Wheel, Dribbler & kicker

Wheel connector

・Easy to exchange
・Lateral movement is very fast

Defense  Machine

Dribble and kick is controlled by        
direction of rubber wheel rotation.

Dribble

Offence Machine

Omnidirectional
 Wheel

connector

Bearing

Motor
Maxon motor DCX16

・Easy to exchange
・Will not break

Dribbler

Oil Damper

・Absorb shock with oil damper
・Offence Machine has two dribbler

Mechanical hardware

PROCESSOR and SENSORS
Sonic Ssensor

HC-SR04

GYRO Ssensor
JY61

Processor
NUCLEO-F446RE

Electrical Circuit

LINE SENSORS

Line sensor. There are two blocks.

Omni-directional camera system

Gearbox

Rubber wheel

Dribbler

Two Dribbler

Omnidirectional Wheel Ultrasonic sensor

Omni-directional 
camera system

3D PrinterNC Milling cutter
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One Kicker

Mecanum wheel

Omni-directional 
camera system

Dribbler & Kicker

Mecanum Wheel

Dribbler & Kicker
2 in 1 model

Rubber wheel

Concept Concept

Solenoid & Step-up converter

Preparation of omni-directional mirror
Hot airPush

Mold
Prepared by 3D-printer

Resin mirror

OUTPUT 1

LED

Refraction
Coat On line

LED

Kicker & Dribbler

maxon motor 
GPX16

Brushless motor
A2208KV1100

Brushless motor
A2208KV1100

Intensity sensor :NJL7502L

LED

BATTERY
HYPERION G5 SV 70Cmax 3S-2200mAhXBee Series 2

COMMUNICATION 
MODULE

KICKER DRIVER UNIT
Preparation of step-up converter for kicker by using booster module XL6009 and 
relay G6A-274P.

G6A-274P

XL6009

MOTOR DRIVER

MOTOR DRIVER IC
DRV8432DKDR

ESC: X-Rotor 20A

Wheel

Dibbler Driver of Brushless motor A2208KV1100

Design of Motor driver by CAD

Driver of maxon motor DCX16

180MHz

Calibration of omni-directional camera
Accurate data is necessary to understand the exact position. Therefore, 
it was possible to obtain data with higher linearity by representing the 
curve of the mirror by an approximate expression.

Linear

Linear

30mm

30
mm

Linear!!
Plot and derive 
approximate equations

40 flame/sec

Designed by 3D-CAD
Prepared by 3D-printer

Acrylic pipe
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Software strategy
If the robot can only shoot from the front, 
opponents can easily stop it.

The shot is very difficult to stop.

Technical Challenges
We attempted to localize all the landmarks 
from the center of the field, but we couldn’t. 
They were too far away. 

The robot moves to the landmarks using the ultrasonic sensors. 
When it gets close to the maker it records the position using 
camera. Then, it moves to next marker until it records all of them. 

Accurate position control is required in this challenge.
We use sensor fusion method to get accurate position of 
robot.

So, we made a movement to dodge the 
opponents by watching the goal using the 
camera.

Offence Machine

 Our team “Cat-Bot” are formed 4 students of National 
Institute of Technology, Nagaoka College in Japan 
and also member of robotics club. It started two years 
ago. We mainly also active in the club’s room four 
hours per day. We also take part in NHK robocon.We 
have RCJ for half a year and Robocon at others.
We use Slack for sharing information. 
we also use Bitbucket for managing and sharing 
source codes.

Communication between robots

Mbed RTOS (Real Time Operating System)

Main thread

Sub-thread

Line,
Ultrasonic

Interrupted
Exception

IMU
camera

Sensor

A RTOS is an operating system (OS) intended to serve 
real-time application process data as it comes in, typically 
without buffering delays by using sub-thread and 
InterruptedException. Additionally, A processing speed of a 
linear sensor can be sped up by using RTOS.

We use a Mbed real time operating system (RTOS) for an 
operating system.

Image of Mbed RTOS

Status of Robot
> exists on the field?
> found the ball?
> holds the ball?
location of the ball

Status of Robot
> exists on the field?
> found the ball?
location of the ball

Offence Defense

Robots can communicate with each other by XBee. 
Robots send own status and location of the ball. 
Robot changes its movement by status of sender.

Blog  http://catbot.blog.jp/
https://twitter.com/catbot_rcj

Contact us

Abstract
 We are team “Cat-Bot” which is formed students of NIT Nagaoka College in Japan. And also member of 
robotics club. We develop robots with the equipment of the club.
 We have 2 robots. Each of them has different tasks. ;Offence and Defense. 
Each robot has NUCLEO-F446RE(Mbed) as main processor, the omnidirectional camera which we 
develop for finding the ball and goalposts and some sensor s to get the situation of robot.
Our motor and the driver for it are high controllable.
And each robot is installed different type of wheels. Offence robot installed omnidirectional wheels can 
move to all directions smoothly. In other hand, defence robot installed mecanum wheels can move very 
quickly in sideways. Each wheels use hard plastic for being effective for any carpet and preserving them.
Offence robot has two dribbler and a kicker. It can control ball and shoot to goalpost.
Defense robot has a big dribbler which is used as a kicker by making it backspin. It can kick ball strongly 
as soon as it touches. Therefore our robots get high point and give opponents point.

RoboCupJunior Soccer Open

About Cat-Bot

Development & Environment
Processing equipment

Da Vinch 1.0 Pro

Robotics club

Lathe
Milling cutter
Drilling machine

MANUAL TYPE

Urethane

Assembly

Preparation of Omnidirectional-wheel Preparation of Mecanum-wheel

Kicker

Kicker

Solenoid Kick 

PulleyBelt

4 Mecanum-wheel4 Omni-wheel

Gearbox
maxon motor 
GPX16

Gearbox

Motor
Maxon motor DCX16

Design by 3D-CAD 

Ultrasonic sensor

OUTPUT 2

Original
KICKER DRIVER

Defense  Machine

We have measured range that robot can move in 
one second.
They are Green points in this graph.
Robot is expected that it can move to on red ellipse.

Defense Robot Moving Range

Defense Algorithm

1.Locating goalpost
If the robot doesn’t find ball, it stays in the center 
of goalpost.

2.Locating ball
When robot finds ball, it calculates ball location.

Defense robot has 5 main processes.

3.Moving to the front of ball
Then it moves to the front of the ball based upon 
the calculation to catch and kick it back.

4.Stay in the front of goalpost
But, when the ball is not in front of the goalpost, 
the robot stays at the edge of goalpost.

5. Go back when losing track
If the robot lose track of ball,it goes back to the 
center of goalpost.


